
Siesta Charge, Polar, EU/UK
154502

£139.99

Boasting superb stereo sound and wireless Bluetooth
music streaming as standard, you can listen to all your
favourite DAB+ radio stations as well as whatever you
enjoy listening to, from any app, via Bluetooth.

Switch on to digital radio
DAB digital radio brings you high-detail digital-quality sound, lots of stations (many exclusive to digital) and uses
scrolling text to show you track titles, programme names and more. Digital radios automatically find all your available
stations and let you select them by name, and all our digital radios also include FM for any stations that have not yet
gone digital. Siesta Rise is also Digital Tick approved so you can rest assured that you’re ready for any future FM to
digital radio switchover.
Wake up recharged
Siesta Charge includes a handy wireless charging pad which is quick and simple to use. Simply place your smart
phone on the charging pad to charge it, without the need to plug your phone in. Need to charge more than one smart
device? Simply plug in using the spare USB powerport and charge both simultaneously.
Clear and easy viewing
Crafted with real attention to detail, Siesta Charge also boasts a stunning, CrystalVue+ display. Easy to read from
anywhere in the bedroom, the ultra-clear screen automatically dims to match surrounding lightning for an undisturbed
night’s sleep.
Packed with features
With Bluetooth as standard, Siesta Charge allows you to listen to all your favourite music and podcasts in great stereo
sound via any device around the bedroom. Siesta Charge also includes many useful features such as 3 separate
alarms (which can be set for weekdays, weekends and more), sleep and kitchen timers and 40 station presets with 3
quick access buttons.

SRP £139.99

PRODUCT DETAILS

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0759454545024

Manufacturer number: 154502

Color

EU/UK VERSIONStyle
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Product weight: 0.825 kilograms

Pieces per master carton: 1 Piece
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